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Mubarak’s acquittal could prompt son’s return
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

W

hen a Cairo court absolved former Egyptian president Hosni
Mubarak of responsibility for the killing of protesters during the 2011
uprising, Haitham al-Khatib was at
home, watching television.
Khatib, a leading protester during the “Arab spring” uprisings
in Egypt, was not surprised by
Mubarak’s acquittal. Sensing that
prosecutors had failed to present
enough evidence to convict the
former autocratic leader in another
trial, Khatib had been certain it was
coming.
Nonetheless, the verdict stung.
To Khatib, it signified the official
declaration of the death of the antiMubarak uprising.
“It is as if the revolution had never happened,” he said. “All the people who died for Egypt to get rid of
this man and his cronies and start a
new chapter of democracy and freedom died in vain.”
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After the revolution, Mubarak, his
two sons, some of his ministers and
his party’s business moguls were
imprisoned. It was Egypt’s episode
of the “Arab spring,” which brought
down regimes in Tunisia, Libya, and
Yemen but derailed Syria, where a
civil war still raged.
In Egypt, former officials were released from jail one by one, either
by paying tens of millions of Egyptian pounds to have their criminal

charges dropped or due to lack of
evidence, as was cited in the case
against Mubarak.
About 850 Egyptians were killed
during the 18 days of the uprising in
January and February in 2011, some
by snipers and many others during clashes with police. Thousands
more were wounded.

Mubarak’s acquittal
brought joy to
millions of
Egyptians.
The court on March 2nd said
Mubarak had not ordered the killing of protesters, prompting disappointment from people such as
Khatib, who was at the forefront of
the uprising.
“The court hasn’t done the revolution’s martyrs justice,” he said.
“Why should we trust the justice
system in the future?”
Not everyone feels the same way.
Mubarak’s acquittal brought joy to
millions of Egyptians, some who
support him and others nostalgic
for the days when he was in power,
which, compared to the current
economic and security hardships,
seem relatively calm.
Following the acquittal, hundreds
of Mubarak supporters hurried to
a southern Cairo military hospital where the 88-year-old former
president was held. They honked
car horns, danced and sang in celebration. Mubarak was released on
March 13th.
Beni Suef University political science Professor Ahmed Darrag said
Mubarak’s popularity has been on
the rise since he stepped down from
office.
“Egyptians compare the economic hardships they suffer now to the
considerably good economic conditions of their country under the former president,” said Darrag.
The upturn in popularity means
a lot for the political future of

Mixed emotions. A supporter of former president Hosni Mubarak plays a trumpet outside the Maadi
military hospital after the Court of Cassation acquitted Mubarak in Cairo, on March 2nd.
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Mubarak and his two sons, especially Gamal Mubarak, who has also
been freed. It could also affect perceptions of President Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi, analysts said.
Since coming to power in mid2014, Sisi has applied a series of
painful and unpopular economic
reforms, including subsidy cuts
and a flotation of the national currency. The reforms angered millions
of Egyptian citizens struggling to
make ends meet.
Gamal Mubarak, a banker who
was groomed to succeed his father
before 2011, frequently appears in
public, attends social occasions and
speaks to people on the street. Everywhere he goes, the 54-year-old
former ruling party policymaker is

greeted by a nostalgic public.
This public enthusiasm, analysts
said, may tempt him to launch a return to politics, possibly even a run
for president, which could make
him a serious competitor to Sisi.
“The business class that propelled Gamal’s political rise during
his father’s last years in office is still
present and ready to back him yet
again,” Darrag said. “This business
class could not for the most part
curry favours with Sisi, who has
aversion to everything that belongs
to Mubarak.”
Sisi’s 4-year term ends in June
2018. The constitution allows him
to seek a second term in office.
Khatib and fellow protesters say
they can do little to oppose the

Mubaraks’ potential return to politics.
“State repression drives the opposition either out of Egypt or into
the virtual world of social media,”
he said.
However, writer Sakina Fouad
said the military establishment
would sabotage any bid by Gamal
Mubarak to return to politics.
“There is a psychological barrier
between the Mubaraks and the vast
majority of the public,” Fouad said.
“However, if it is not the public that
will oppose their return to politics,
it is the military, which fully backs
Sisi, that will.”
Ahmed Megahid is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.

Egypt wary as Red Sea suffers fallout from Yemen war
Ibrahim Ouf

Cairo

A

suicide boat attack by
Houthi rebels on a Saudi
warship near Yemen’s
Hudaydah port in January should be a wake-up
call to the growing threat to navigation in a vital strait which connects
the Suez Canal and Red Sea to the
Gulf of Aden and the Indian Ocean,
experts said.
“There is a marked rise in threats
to navigation in the southern part
of the Red Sea, which necessitates
collective international action,” said
Saad al-Zunt, the head of the Egyptian think-tank the Political and
Strategic Studies Centre. “These
threats can disrupt the international
maritime movement in the area as a
whole, which will be catastrophic to
Egypt, the world and oil-producing
countries in the Gulf.”

For Egypt, instability
in the Red Sea means
a shattering of all
economic plans.
Yemen’s Houthi militia attacked
the Saudi warship with suicide
boats on January 30th. The attack
was among a series of similar assaults by the Iran-backed group, all
attesting to growing dangers to the
international maritime movement
in the Bab el Mandeb strait between
the Horn of Africa and the Arabian
Peninsula.
Last October, the Houthis also
attacked US vessels off the Yemeni
Red Sea coast from shore batteries,
triggering retaliation from the United States, which destroyed the batteries a days later.

In the same month, the Houthis
targeted a military vessel operated by the United Arab Emirates,
a member of the Saudi-led coalition
that has been battling the Houthis
since early 2015.
In response to the US destruction
of the shore batteries, which were
reported to have been manned by
Islamic Republican Guards Corps
personnel, Iran was reported to
have deployed long-range drones
and planted sea mines around the
Bab el Mandeb strait.
Growing perils to navigation in
the strait, said Hamdy Abdel Aziz,
the official spokesman for the Egyptian Petroleum Ministry, will raise
oil prices, have negative effects on
the Egyptian economy and scare
investments from the Suez Canal
region.
“Instability in a given region raises the cost of transport and insurance, which automatically affects
the prices of commodities passing
through this region,” Abdel Aziz
said. “This is true to oil as well as to
everything else.”
Close to 5 million barrels of oil
transit Bab el Mandeb each day from
production wells and refineries in
the Gulf to markets in Europe, Asia
and the United States, GlobalSecurity.org, a military and security news
site, stated.
Almost 30% of this oil transits the
Suez Canal en route to international
markets, bringing Egypt billions of
dollars every year and helping keep
the country afloat as it suffers a
deep economic crunch.
For Egypt, instability in the Red
Sea means the shattering of all economic plans. Egypt spent close to
$8 billion in 2015 to dig a parallel
channel to the Suez Canal and several tunnels under the canal to better connect the Sinai peninsula with
the Egyptian heartland.

The Mistral-class helicopter carrier Gamal Abdel Nasser crossing the new section of the Suez Canal.
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The government of President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi plans to turn the
banks of the canal into the Middle
East’s largest logistics, industrial
and services hub. To protect these
investments, Egypt has spent billions of dollars to modernise its
navy, a process that included the
purchase of speedboats and two
helicopter carriers.
A few weeks ago, Egypt established its newest naval force,
which has been tasked with keeping threats away from the course
of container carriers and oil tankers
transiting the Suez Canal from the
southern entrance to the Red Sea.
Security expert Sameh Abu

Hashima said he expected Egypt
to react to growing threats to the
southern entrance to the sea with
an increased military presence.
“Egypt has a military presence
in the area already but this presence needs to be intensified in the
days to come,” Abu Hashima said.
“Added to the threat posed by the
presence of al-Qaeda in Yemen, an
Iran-backed Houthi militia is very
dangerous.”
The attack on the Saudi warship
rang alarms in Washington where
US President Donald Trump ordered the deployment of the USS
Cole, a US Navy destroyer, to the
Bab el Mandeb area amid specula-

tion of direct US involvement in
Yemen. Such a move would make
things worse, analysts said.
“At the very least, this involvement will increase unrest in the
region, which will have further devastating effects on oil supplies and
navigation in the Suez Canal,” Zunt
said. “This is why it is important
for the international community to
walk a fine line between defanging the Houthis and forcing Iran to
reconsider its support to them and
open the gates of hell in the southern entrance to the Red Sea.”
Ibrahim Ouf is an Egyptian
journalist based in Cairo.

